American Boxer Club  
Friday, September 14, 2018

Classes  
Judge: Sharon K. Steckler

Boxers - Puppy Dogs 6 Mos. & Under 9 Mos. - Brindle

1  5  TJ'S IN FOR THE CHASE. WS60019601. 1/15/18. Brdr: Theresa Janzen, GCHG CH IRONDALE'S LOOK AT ME NOW - GCH TJ'S BREATH OF LIFE. Owners: Theresa Janzen

Boxers - Puppy Dogs 6 Mos. & Under 9 Mos. - Fawn

1  11  STASIA'S MR. FANTASTIC CGC. WS59344102. 12/18/17. Brdr: Anna Anderson, GCH PINE RIDGES DANCING LIKE A ROCKSTAR @ RIPNTS - GCH FRGTTNSCRTS WINGS OF STONE RN CA CGC THD. Owners: Anna Anderson

A  13  BRYBRITT'S TALENT IS MY MAGIC. WS60040207. 1/18/18. Brdr: Julie Flory, Micah Flory, CH SUNSET'S TOUCH OF MAGIC - CH EPIC'S TRUE TRIBUTE. Owners: Heather Rasmussen, Julie Flory


Boxers - Puppy Dogs 9 Mos. & Under 12 Mos. - Brindle


Boxers - Dogs 12 Mos. & Under 18 Mos. - Fawn

BRYBRITT'S SILVER LINING. WS65797103. 4/20/17. Brdr: Julie Flory, Micah Flory, GCHG CH MARBURU AND ILLYRIAN'S LONE RANGER - CH EPIC'S TRUE TRIBUTE. Owners: Julie Flory

1/RW  25  TOPRANK N MEPHISTO ROCK STAR. WS59361501. 7/14/17. Brdr: Michelle Yeadon, Shelly Deuck, GCHB CH NAJA'S MI-T ALLIANCE - CH TOPRANK N MEPHISTO LULU LEMON. Owners: Shelly Deuck

LUTON'S THUNDER AND LIGHTNING. WS58218901. 8/11/17. Brdr: Sandra Green, Nicole Green, LUTON'S HEAVEN INDERIDGES DANCING LIKE A ROCKSTAR @ RIPNT'S. Owners: Barbara Johnson, Penny Johnson Agent: Marianne Caprino

Boxers - Open Dogs

WINMERE RIGOLETTO OF CHEROKEE OAKS. WS56814602. 4/17/17. Brdr: Theresa Garton, WINMERE BLACK HAWK - CH WINMERE PAINTED LADY RN CA CGCA CGCU. Owners: Theresa Garton, Marianne Caprino

BIMBERG'S CON ARTIST. WS59078701. 2/24/15. Brdr: Kat Hueggenberg, NEWALBA'S GLASGOW KISS - RONIN FOXTROT TANGO WHISKEY. Owners: Morgan Conrick Agent: Michelle Yeadon

ENCORE'S MASQUERADE. WS45566702. 7/12/13. Brdr: Jan Mumford, Cheryl Cates, HEROMIARI FAUST AT RONIN - GCH ENCORE'S OVER THE MOON. Owners: Helena Bell, Cheryl Cates

Boxers - Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos. - Brindle


Boxers - Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos. - Fawn

STASIA'S STORM WARNING CGC. WS59344104. 12/18/17. Brdr: Anna Anderson, GCH PINE RIDGES DANCING LIKE A ROCKSTAR @ RIPNTS - GCH FRGTTNSCRTS WINGS OF STONE RN CA CGC THD. Owners: Anna Anderson

10  LIKE A ROCKSTAR @ RIPNTS - GCH FRGTTNSCRTS WINGS OF STONE RN CA CGC THD. Owners: Anna Anderson

12  BRYBRITT'S TOUCH OF TALENT. WS60040202. 1/18/18. Brdr: Julie Flory, Micah Flory, CH SUNSET'S TOUCH OF MAGIC - CH EPIC'S TRUE TRIBUTE. Owners: Julie Flory, Bryson Flory

Boxers - Bitches 12 Mos. & Under 18 Mos. - Brindle

BRYBRITT'S WATCH N SEE. WS65797101. 4/20/17. Brdr: Julie Flory, Micah Flory, GCHG CH MARBURU AND ILLYRIAN'S LONE RANGER - CH EPIC'S TRUE TRIBUTE. Owners: Julie Story, Sierra Story

Boxers - Bitches 12 Mos. & Under 18 Mos. - Fawn

TOPRANK N MEPHISTO SPICE GIRL. WS59361502. 7/14/17. Brdr: Michelle Yeadon, Shelly Deuck, GCHB CH NAJA'S MI-T ALLIANCE - CH TOPRANK N MEPHISTO LULU LEMON. Owners: Shelly Deuck

MOON VALLEY SIZZLIN HOT. WS57218403. 5/1/17. Brdr: Nancy Schepis, Ida Baum, CH WILDCREST N - IRONDALE'S WALKING ON TH E WILDSIDE - CH OON VALLEY SMOKIN HOT. Owners: Roxanne Gustitis, Kathy Kuhrall Agent: James Bettis

Boxers - Amateur-Owner-Handler Bitches
BIMBERG’S COCO BANG BANG. 2/24/15. Brdr: Kat Hueggenber.
NEWALBA’S GLASGOW KISS - RONIN FOXTROT TANGO WHISKEY. Owners: Morgan Conrick, Katharina Hueggenberg

LRM TWIN LAKES I BELIEVE IN MIRACLES. 3/31/15. Brdr: Cathy Spears, Rachel D Morris, Linda R

Middagh, CH TWIN LAKES MIRACLE MAN - GCH CH LRM PENTASTAR DIAMOND SERANADE. Owners: Tracy Best, Linda Middagh, Amanda Bauer

Boxers - Bred by Exhibitor Bitches

MEPHISTO N TOPRANK OOOh LALA. 7/14/17. Brdr: Michelle Yeadon, Shelly A Dueck, GCHB NAJA’S MI-T-T ALLIANCE - CH TOPRANK N MEPHISTO LULU LEMON. Owners: Cheryl Emerson, Tim Emerson, Michelle Yeadon


Boxers - American Bred Bitches

RIPN T’S SETTING THE WORLD ON FIRE. 10/31/16. Brdr: Tina Montgomery, CH RIPN T’S TO HOT TO HANDLE - CH RIPN T’S COUNTRY GIRL SHAKE IT FOR ME. Owners: Tina Montgomery, Katherine Jackson


ENSIGN’S IMPRESSIONS. 1/19/17. Brdr: Annette Clark, Mary Orison, CH ENSIGN’S ARCHITECT - CH ENSIGN’S AVEE’S LIGHT OF VENUS. Owners: Annette R Clark, Holly Kent

Boxers - Open Bitches

FIRELY’S YOUR POINTE IS. 1/16/17. Brdr: Allisson Hadaway, ARABY HIGH POINTE - SOUTHWILLOW N FIREFLY’S MADE YOU LOOK. Owners: Casey Peak, Allisson Hadaway

DORADO N NAJA IT HAD TO BE YOU. 5/17/16. Brdr: Karen Knox, Han Huan Xin, GCH NAJA’S MI-T-T ALLIANCE - AM/CANCH DORADO’S SHE TALKS CRAZY TALK. Owners: Naomi Gibbs, James Gibbs

MAXIMUS I AM WHAT I AM. 3/20/16. Brdr: Tina Montgomery, GCHB CH NAJA’S MI-T-T ALLIANCE - CH GCH Dorado’s She Talks Crazy Talk. Owners: Karen Knox, Michelle Yeadon

Maximus. Owners: Lloyd Dissinger, Dolores Dissinger, Terry Smith, GCH IRONDALE'S MOO LATTE. Owners: Tracy Best, Amanda Bauer, Wendy Bettis, Jimmy Bettis

Boxers - Veteran Dogs 6 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs.


GCH HIDDEN TREASURE’S ALLURING AMETHYST. 4/19/12. Brdr: Steven Weagel, Lorri Weagel, CH ENCORE’S BISMARK GSOM - CH GEMSTONE’S DIAMOND DIVA. Owners: Kelly Weed, Steven Weagel

Boxers - Veteran Bitches 6 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs.

GCH RINGSIDE’S CHANTILLY LACE II FDC. 5/9/12. Brdr: Kathleen M Morgan, Dennis Morgan, GCH RINGSIDE’S CHANTILLY LACE II FDC. Owners: Kathleen M Morgan, Dennis Morgan

Boxers - Best of Breed Competition


RINGSIDE’S EL PATRON. 5/5/16. Brdr: Kathleen M Morgan, Dennis Morgan, GCH CH RINGSIDE’S EL PATRON. Owners: Kathleen M Morgan, Dennis Morgan

RIPN T’S N NAJA’S JUST LIKE FIRE. 3/20/16. Brdr: Tina Montgomery, GCHB NAJA’S MI-T-T ALLIANCE - CH RIPN T’S COUNTRY GIRL SHAKE IT FOR ME. Owners: Tina Montgomery (Bitch)

GCHS HI DESERT N MEPHISTO’S GAME CHANGER. 8/2/15. Brdr: Lauri Travis, Michelle Yeadon, CH GCH T J’S GUINESS BLACK AND TAN. Owners: Lauri Travis, Michelle Yeadon

AOM


CH STASIA’S SHOOT FOR THE MOON. 5/7/15. Brdr: Anna Anderson, CH JESTIC’S SYNCHRONICITY - GCH FRGTTNSCRTS WINGS OF STONE CGC CA RN THD. Owners: Anna Anderson (Dog)
BOBOH 51 CH KING RAGNAR FATHER OF LEGENDS. WS52007405. 4/19/15. Brdr: Dena L Smith, Ivan Dunken, LOOKAWAYS GRISAM CA - LADY ABIGAIL OF TNC BOXERS CAA CGC. Owners: Casey Peak, Ivan Dunken (Dog)

55 CH TENEBO’S BOOMTOWN BUCK. WS51011008. 8/6/15. Brdr: Christopher Baldasaro, CH AVALON’S CODE RED - TENEBO’S SPARKLE PLENTY AT PINERIDGE. Owners: Janice Solas, Christopher Baldasaro (Dog)


OS 59 Hemsath, CH MURBE CHEW IRONDALE JUST JOSH - GCH FANTOM'S POWER PLAY GOAL. Owners: Myrna Kahlo, Ashley Kahlo (Agent: Wendy Bettis, Dog)

51 GCH IRONDALE’S THUNDERSTRUCK. WS56092401. 11/2/16. Brdr: Brenda Vrooman, Wendy Bettis, CH MARBURL’S HIDALGO - CH IRONDALE’S MOMENT FOR LIFE. Owners: James Bettis, Wendy Bettis (Dog)


55 GCH CINNIBON’S BEDROCK BOMBSHELL. WS51709601. 10/8/15. Brdr: Bonnie Wagaman, Nicole Manna, CH CINNIBON’S KNOW WHEN TO HOLD’UM - CINNIBON’S SWEET SENSATION. Owners: Keith Robbins, Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman, Deborah Caywood (Bitch)

GCHS TENEBO’S PAINT THE TOWN RED. WS51011002. 8/6/15. Brdr: Christopher Baldasaro, CH AVALON’S CODE RED - TENEBO’S SPARKLE PLENTY AT PINERIDGE. Owners: Christopher Baldasaro, Terry J Weathers (Agent: Christie Marley, Bitch)

86 GCH ENCORE’S LIMERICK. WS54296802. 6/25/16. Brdr: Cheryl Cates, CH ENCORE’S FERRARI - CH ENCORE’S UNDENIABLE. Owners: Kristina Edner Kosinski, Dakota Kate Kosinski, Cheryl Cates (Agent: Wendy Bettis, Bitch)

Junior Showmanship
Judge: Sharon K. Steckler

Open Junior Class
RIPN T’S SETTING THE WORLD ON FIRE. WS55171301. 10/31/16. Brdr: Tina Montgomery, CH RIPN T’S 1/RBJH 5 TO HOT TO HANDLE - CH RIPN T’S COUNTRY GIRL SHAKE IT FOR ME. Owners: Tina Montgomery, Katherine Jackson (Agent: Katherine Jackson)

Novice Intermediate Class

Open Senior Class
BRYBRITT’S WATCH N SEE. WS56797101. 4/20/17. Brdr: Julie Flory, Micah Flory, GCHG CH MARBURL 1/BJH 7 AND ILLYRIAN’S LONE RANGER - CH EPIC’S TRUE TRIBUTE. Owners: Julie Flory, Sierra Story (Agent: Sierra Story)